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The Generality-Specificity of Creativity: Exploring the structure of creative potential with EPoC.

Baptiste Barbot, Maud Besançon, Todd Lubart

Abstract

It is increasingly acknowledged that creative potential involves partly a generalized ability, partly a set of domain-specific abilities, and partly a set of task-specific abilities. We extend and illustrate this view in a study of 482 children and adolescents, exploring the extent to which the scores variance of the Evaluation of Potential Creativity (EPoC)’s eight subtests can be decomposed by five variance components: thinking-process general, thinking-process specific, domain-specific, task-specific, and measurement error. A structural equation model derived from an extension of the multi-trait multi-method matrix analysis revealed that (1) the contribution of each variance component depends greatly on the task under consideration, and that (2) the contribution of a general creative thinking-process factor is overall limited. This study outlines the multidimensional and hierarchical structure of creative potential and the need to measure it with comprehensive test batteries sampling a range of creative tasks, domains and creative thinking-modes.
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1. Introduction

Creativity is often defined as the ability to produce original work that fits within particular task or domain constraints (e.g., Runco & Jaeger, 2012; Stein, 1953; Sternberg & Lubart, 1995). Producing original work relies on creative thinking – the mental operations that lead to new ideas or products regardless of domains of knowledge – which is conceptually a general ability, as are other higher-order mental operations such as intelligence. However, producing an original work that fits the domain or task constraints also requires domain-specific knowledge and skills (unrelated to creative thinking) to make it a valuable contribution.

As a result, there is much debate on the nature of creativity as a “general” as opposed to “domain-specific” ability. This debate stems also from the observation that, though creative thinking may be domain general (e.g., Milgram & Livne, 2005), only a few eminent creative individuals have been recognized for their high levels of creativity in multiple subdomains, and eminent creativity in more than one domain remains particularly rare (Baer, 1998; Gray, 1966). Consistently, creativity research using general population samples and samples of individuals engaging in creative activities at a professional level usually support the domain-specificity of creativity. This is evidenced by creative self-beliefs studies (e.g., creative self-efficacy, or self-perceptions of one’s creativity in multiple domains), suggesting often the multidimensional structure of creative self-concepts, organized by content-domains (Karwowski & Barbot, 2016; Kaufman & Baer, 2004; Kaufman, Cole, & Baer, 2009; Kaufman, 2012; Vispoel, 1993), and by studies exploring actual creative behaviors or achievements, also
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outlining the domain-specific rather than domain-general nature of creativity (e.g., Carson, Peterson, & Higgins, 2005; Dollinger, 2006; Silvia, Kaufman, & Pretz, 2009).

Conciliating debates on the general versus domain-specific nature of creativity, hybrid models and multivariate approaches have suggested that creativity results partly from a generalized ability, partly from a set of domain-specific abilities, and partly from a set of task-specific abilities (e.g., Lubart & Guignard, 2004; Plucker & Beghetto, 2004). For example, the Amusement Park Theoretical (APT) model of creativity (Baer & Kaufman, 2005) proposes domain-general initial requirements for creativity and domain-specific outcomes. It is indeed increasingly acknowledged that the ability to produce creative work is partly domain-specific because the nature of the creative work varies with the field (e.g., Barbot, Besançon, & Lubart, 2011), and even varies as a function of the task within a domain or the constraints within the task (Barbot, Lubart & Besançon, 2016; Treinen & Barbot, 2008). A follow-up question is therefore, whether the person-level resources that lead to creative performance in each domain are different or the same across domains (e.g., Kaufman, Plucker, & Baer, 2008).

In related work (Barbot, Besançon & Lubart, 2015; Barbot & Tinio, 2015; Barbot et al., 2011, 2016; Lubart, Besançon, & Barbot, 2011; Lubart, Zenasni, & Barbot, 2013), we have posited that there is a similar set of skills and traits that lead to creative performance in each domain, but their optimal combination may vary according to the creative domain and task under consideration. Specifically, demands of the task interact with a person’s unique combination of resources coming into play in creative work. As a result, individual differences in creative outputs depend on the quality of “fit” between task demands and the person’s unique profile of resources. Accordingly, creative potential can be defined as a latent ability, resulting from the confluence of several distinct, but interrelated psychological resources (e.g., Lubart, 1999;
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Sternberg & Lubart, 1995) that are partly genetically grounded (Barbot, Tan, & Grigorenko, 2013). These resources include specific aspects of intelligence, knowledge, cognitive styles, personality, motivation, affect, and physical and socio-cultural contexts (e.g., Lubart et al., 2013). The particular combination of these resources results in an individual’s profile of creative potential, which may lead to various degrees of creative outcomes due to hypothetical mechanisms of compensation, thresholds (minimum level of resources needed), interaction between resources (e.g., Sternberg & Lubart, 1995), and ultimately, interaction between individual resources, creative task demands, time and place (Barbot & Tinio, 2015). Hence, each individual can be described as having more or less creative potential in a specific domain of work or task (Lubart et al., 2013), and therefore, individuals have multiple potentials for creativity depending on the fit between their profile of resources and various creative task demands (some of which are domain general, others are domain-specific, and others are uniquely relevant to a particular creative task).

This general framework can help understand the rarity of exceptional levels of creativity in multiple domains because it is not likely that a person’s profile of resources optimally fits multiple domains or tasks constraints. Instead, most people will show a profile of resources that rarely fit optimally to the demands of a specific creative task, resulting in a vast majority of outputs of “average” creativity (Barbot & Tinio, 2015). Additionally, a person might never achieve her potential if she doesn’t have the opportunity to do so. This view of creative potential urges for the use of assessments accounting for the multifaceted nature of creative potential (multidimensionality of an individual’s profile of resources relevant to a given creative task) in multiple domains, in order to address adequately the empirical study of the issue of generality-specificity of creativity.
1.1. Measuring Creative Potential: Integrating Domain-General and Domain-Specific Aspects

As outlined above, the concept of creativity is viewed as a multifaceted and partly a domain-specific ability, which is thought to be trainable. As reviewed in related work (Barbot et al., 2015; Besançon, Lubart, & Barbot, 2013), several domain-specific training programs have been developed with the objective to enhance creative thinking at elementary and secondary school levels in a number of ways (e.g., Lynch & Harris, 2001; Starko, 1995). In order to better target and monitor students' development with these programs, creative potential should be measured by assessment tools tapping into the multidimensionality of the construct (Barbot et al., 2011). Two main paths to the measurement of creative potential have been developed to achieve this endeavor (Lubart et al., 2013): the first is “analytic” (or resource-based) and examines the fit between an individual’s resources and creative tasks demand, whereas the second is “holistic” (or outcome-based) and captures an individual level of creative potential, using task performance in situations simulating various aspects of the creative work. Both approaches shed light on the issue of generality versus domain-specificity of creativity.

1.1.1. Analytic-Componental approaches

The “analytic” approach to the evaluation of creative potential combines the assessment of individuals’ characteristics and task parameters to identify the specific set of abilities, knowledge, and traits involved in a particular activity, and the relative weights of these different resources needed to yield highly creative outcomes (e.g., Caroff & Lubart, 2012). Therefore, this approach relies greatly on the analysis of a particular task demand. In this vein, expert-elicitation methods have been used to identify the set of resources needed in a particular domain, such as creative writing (Barbot, Tan, Randi, Santa-Donato, & Grigorenko, 2012) or managerial
creativity (Caroff & Lubart, 2012). Although these approaches have proved useful to identify the most central resources, they may be limited to estimate the relative importance of each resource because various relevant sub-groups of experts tend to value these resources differently depending on their own experience with the creative outlet under investigation (Barbot, Tan et al., 2012).

Alternatively, we developed a “creative profiler” approach (Lubart et al., 2013) which is a more direct, analytic evaluation of domain-specific potential for creativity. It consists of measuring the likelihood that an individual’s multidimensional profile of creative potential fits the optimal profile established for a given creative work. After modelling a “target” profile of relevant resources derived from a group of individuals recognized for their high level of creative outcomes in a given domain, individual profiles are then compared to the target profile using classic statistical measures of distance (e.g., Barbot, Haeffel et al., 2012).

Because this approach is highly domain-, or even task-specific, it may prove efficient for improving the predictive validity of creative potential measures (within the set of targeted creative outcomes), which represents, thus far, a severe limitation of existing “general” creative potential measures (Barbot et al., 2011; Haensly & Torrance, 1990; Houtz & Krug, 1995) often used as predictor of “specific” creative outcomes (e.g., Barbot & Tinio, 2015; Kaufman et al., 2008; Plucker & Renzulli, 1999). However, the downside of this approach is that test scores may not be generalized to creative outcomes other than those already modeled in the targeted profile, unless some specific resources represent the “building-blocks” of any creative activity, which is the position assumed by “holistic” approaches to the evaluation of creative potential.

1.1.2. Holistic Approaches to the Evaluation of Creative Potential
Holistic approaches to the evaluation of creative potential involve tasks that simulate various aspects of the creative work. Here, the outcome is not an actual creative accomplishment, but the performance on a standardized task that engage all, or some aspects of a person’s creative potential, in one specific domain (e.g., Barbot & Lubart, 2012) or multiple domains (Lubart et al., 2011; Torrance, 1966). Performance on such tasks may be norm-referenced or criterion-referenced and is sought to elicit conceptually the “building blocks” of the individual’s creative potential, traditionally in a unidimensional perspective (i.e., creativity viewed as a unitary construct; e.g., Torrance, 1966) coined “g-factor view” (Barbot & Tinio, 2015), and more recently, in a multidimensional perspective. Following the later approach, we developed a measure to assess creative potential in children and adolescents: the Evaluation of Potential Creativity (EPoC; Lubart et al., 2011).

EPoC was designed to measure two key creative thinking-process clusters (divergent-exploratory and convergent-integrative) in multiple domains (currently verbal-literary and graphic, with forthcoming extensions in social problem-solving, scientific and musical domains). The divergent-exploratory mode of thinking refers to the process of expanding the range of solutions in creative problem solving. Conceptually, this thinking-process cluster involves cognitive components such as flexibility, divergent thinking or selective encoding, and conative components, such as openness to new experiences and intrinsic task-oriented motivation (e.g., task-oriented motivation highlights the perseverance needed to keep exploring different solutions). The convergent-integrative thinking process cluster refers to the activity of combining, integrating or synthesizing elements in new ways, another fundamental component of the creative work (Barbot et al., 2011; Lubart et al., 2011). The convergent-integrative cluster conceptually involves cognitive components such as associative thinking (e.g., combining
remote elements), selective comparison and combination, and conative components such as tolerance for ambiguity (which allows comparisons, metaphors, and the ability to re-interpret a situation), risk-taking, or achievement motivation (needed to complete a product). This cluster is not restricted to Guilford’s “convergent thinking” (Guilford, 1950; Guilford, 1967), although it conceptually encompasses some convergent operations needed for the creative work such as “synthesis” and “evaluation of ideas” (see e.g., Cropley, 2006; Lubart, 2001; Osborn, 1953).

To reliably measure both thinking-process clusters in each domain of creative work, a recurrent issue with existing measures (Chen, Himsel, Kasof, Greenberger, & Dmitrieva, 2006), EPoC consists of two tasks engaging divergent-exploratory thinking processes and two tasks involving convergent-integrative thinking processes, in each domain (further details on each task are provided in the measure section). As a result, EPoC consists of an eight subtest structure yielding four composite indexes representing four “Thinking-Process–Domain unit,” namely, “Divergent Graphic” (DG), “Integrative Graphic” (IG), “Divergent Verbal” (DV) and “Integrative Verbal” (IV). This structured framework, represented in Table 1, allows an individual’s profile of creative potential to be derived, showing the relative strengths and weaknesses of the test-taker in each Thinking-Process–Domain unit. Therefore, instead of relying on a unique composite index summing the performance in each subtest (supposing a conceptualization of creative potential as a unitary characteristic), EPoC operationalizes creative potential as simultaneously “domain-specific” and “thinking-process specific,” resulting in multiple indicators of creative potential that are thought to be relatively independent. EPoC and
its structured framework have shown good evidence for construct validity (measurement model fitting reasonably the normative data collected for the development of norms), and internal consistency of the composite indexes, which were expectedly found to be rather independent (inter-correlations between indexes ranging from .11 to .47, mean = .24; Lubart et al., 2011). This relative independence is consistent with prior research showing rather low correlations between creative potential scores in tasks of different natures and/or from different domains (e.g., Baer, 1993; Baer, 1998).

1.2. Investigating Generality vs. Domain Specificity of Creative Potential: Methodological Considerations

Multiple methodological designs have been used for the study of the generality vs. domain-specificity of creativity, including qualitative analyses of historically eminent creative individuals (Gray, 1966) or transfer designs, in which individuals are trained in a creative domain and then assessed for improvements in another creativity outlet (e.g., Baer, 1996; Barbot et al., 2013). However, the extent to which an individual may achieve similar levels of creative potential across domains and tasks may ultimately depend on the similarity between the tasks used to measure it. Hence, exploring the similarity and differences between multiple creative potential tasksthrough correlational studies design has been an important tradition for the empirical study of the generality-specificity of creative potential. These studies have yielded correlations in the .20 range (see Baer, 1998’s review), often interpreted as an evidence of lack of domain-generality and instead, as evidence for domain-specificity.

Silvia and colleagues (2009) have energetically argued against correlational and factor analytical approaches to the study of domain generality vs. specificity of creativity. The authors have identified several limitations to such approaches. First, linear correlations are sample-
specific and do not account for population heterogeneity, masking subpopulations that may show
different patterns of associations between variables. Second, factor structures tend to favor
domain-general models because correlation-based analyses assume that everyone has some
level of creativity, which artificially increases the covariance between variables when individuals
tend to have “no creativity” in multiple domains. Third, Silvia and colleagues indicate that
correlational research uses null effects as evidence for domain-specificity, though evidence
against generality should not be interpreted as evidence in favor of specificity. Indeed, it can also
indicate a methodological weaknesses. For example, Chen and colleagues (2006) have pointed out
that low correlations among scores from different domains may result from the low reliability of
measurements used (yielding attenuated correlations between measures due to measurement
error), most of which include only a single creativity task as indicator of a rather broad and
multifaceted construct.

Due to these limitations, Silvia and colleagues (2009) have concluded that latent class
analyses and other statistical classification techniques (of individual “profiles”) were the best
approaches to investigate domain generality-specificity. Although this suggestion is consistent
with our approach to the evaluation of creative potential as implemented in the Creative Profiler
and EPoC (i.e., leading to individual profiles of creative potential rather than to an unitary score
reflecting overall performance), we argue that both approaches (“variable-centered” versus
“person-centered” approach) shed a different and complementary light on the issue of domain
generality-specificity. The “person-centered” approach uncovers the issue of domain-generality-
specificity at the individual level (one’s profile of resources and its interaction with various tasks
demands will result in the homogeneity or in the heterogeneity of creativity outcomes in different
tasks). Variable-centered approaches can help understand the nature of various creative
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tasksdemands (some of which are domain general, others are domain specific, and others are task specific) based on the similarity and differences between tasks (usually interpreted in terms of evidence of domain generality vs. specificity). To this end, powerful extensions of classic factor analyses can help to elicit both general and domain-specific aspects of creativity tasksthrough analyses of common variance. Indeed, test score variance can be partitioned (conceptually) into common, specific, and error variance (Thurstone, 1947), and this principle was further developed in the analysis of the multi-trait multi-method matrix(Campbell & Fiske, 1959), which has led to powerful extensions in recent years.

1.3. Present Study

In the present study, we are exploring a new analytic perspective for the study of generality-specificity, which implements a variance partitioning model for EPoC (Lubart et al., 2011), a holistic measure of creative potential involving multiple “Convergent-Integrative” and “Divergent-Exploratory” tasks in two content-domains (Verbal-literary and Graphic). Because EPoC’s tasks engage multiple Thinking Process-Domain units (i.e., nested nature of creative thinking-processes and domain-specific skills within each task), analyses of common variance and covariance structure between EPoC tasks may be used to isolate the unique contribution of delimited variance components, namely, (1) domain-specific variance (variance uniquely shared by all EPoC tasks in a given content-domain), (2) thinking-process specific variance (variance uniquely shared by all tasks tapping into the same underlying thinking-process cluster regardless of content-domain), (3) general creative thinking-process (variance explained by a higher-order thinking-process component underlying the covariance between the first-order thinking-process clusters), and uniqueness (i.e., variance that is not explained by either domain-specific, thinking-process specific cluster, or general thinking-process variance components). Further, uniqueness
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can be decomposed conceptually into (4) measurement error (random source of variance that is not related to anything else) and (5) task-specific variance (remaining variance in a given task that is conceptually related to the unique features of that task).

Although this approach is colored by a “hybrid” conception of creative potential, as being simultaneously domain-specific and general, it has the advantage to test simultaneously for the contribution of multiple level of resources that come into play in the creative work, including not only domain-specific and general resources, but also thinking process-specific and task-specific resources, which may explain the relation (or lack thereof) between multiple creative potential tasks. In sum, the present study attempts to combine both the componential-analytic approach (relying on the analysis of “task demands”), and the holistic approach to the evaluation of creative potential, in order to examine the structure of creativity and the generality-specificity issue in a new way.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Data analyzed in this study was obtained from a sample of 482 French children and adolescents evaluated as part of the development of the EPoC’s French norms (Lubart et al., 2011). Specifically, the sample included 51.5% girls and 48.5% boys, with a mean age of 11.7 years old (min age = 4.1 years old, max age 16.1 years old, SD = 3.8 years old). All participants were recruited in public schools of Paris and Lyon vicinities.

2.2. Measure and Procedure

According to the structured framework presented above (see Table 1), EPoC consists of eight “Convergent-Integrative” and “Divergent-Exploratory” tasks applied in two content-domains (Verbal-literary and Graphic). In the Divergent-Exploratory thinking tasks for graphic
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domain (DG index), test-takers must generate as many drawings as possible using a simple abstract shape (DG1 – Abstract Stimulus) or a familiar object (DG2 – Concrete Stimulus) as a starting point, in a limited time (10 minutes). Similarly, divergent-exploratory thinking tasks in the verbal domain (DV index) consist of generating either multiple simple story-endings in response to a unique story-beginning (DV1 - Story Endings), or multiple story-beginnings in answer to a unique story-ending (DV2 - Story Beginnings), in 10 minutes. In contrast, the convergent-integrative tasks in graphic domain (IG index) engage test-takers to produce a complete, original drawing, using at least four out of eight abstract shapes (IG1 - Abstract Stimuli) or familiar objects (IG2 - Concrete Stimuli) provided as a basis for their composition (within the15 minutes allowed for these tasks). Similarly, in the convergent-integrative tasks applied to the verbal-literary domain, test-takers have to produce a complete story either based from a provided story title (IV1 - Story Title), or from the integration of imposed fictional characters (IV2 - Story Characters).

Following EPoC’s administration guidelines, the battery was administered in two sessions of 45 minutes, each of which included four tasks (DG1, DV1, IG1, IV1 in the first session, and DG2, DV2, IG2, IV2 in the second session). Both sessions occurred at a two week interval in individual (< 12 years old) or group settings (> 12 years old). Note that all Divergent-Exploratory thinking tasks are scored for fluency only (number of relevant responses generated in response to the task) and are norm-referenced (performance is compared to a subject’s age-group). The Convergent-Integrative tasks are all criterion-referenced, that is, the creative productions are evaluated with regard to a set of defined rubrics, ranging from “1-low creativity” to “7-high creativity”.Per the French norms development procedure, the Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT;Amabile, 1982) was used to score all Convergent-Integrative thinking tasks by
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at least three independent and qualified raters\textsuperscript{1}, and 10\% of the Divergent-Exploratory protocols were double-scored by two independent raters to estimate inter-rater reliability.

2.3. Data Analyses

After a series of preliminary analyses examining the distributional features and reliability estimates of scores for each task, distributional features of all variables were homogenized into normal distributions using the Rankit method (e.g., Solomon & Sawilowsky, 2009), a highly applicable transformation that can approximately normalize any distribution shape (Bishara & Hittner, 2012), a particularly desirable feature for planned analyses. Next, we applied a variance partitioning model followed by the Schmid-Leiman Transformation (SLT) to estimate all desired variance components for each EPoC task.

Specifically, the model developed in this study assumed that EPoC scores include both thinking-process specific variance and domain-specific variance, which can be partitioned by analyzing EPoC’s inter-subtest correlation matrix as a Multi-Trait-Multi-Method matrix (MTMM; Campbell & Fiske, 1959), using a general Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) in a Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) framework. Initially developed to evaluate the construct validity of a set of measures, the MTMM approach was extended in a range of variations, including the correlated-trait-correlated-methods model (Jöreskog, 1971) used in this study to partition variance in EPoC scores into four components: (1) one reflecting the specific skills involved in a particular content-domain to which a given task belongs (“domain-specific variance” uniquely shared by all tasks in a given content-domain); (2) one related to the underlying thinking-process cluster involved (“thinking process-specific” variance shared by all tasks engaging the same thinking process cluster irrespective of content-domain); (3) one reflecting a higher-order thinking-process component, underlying both first-order thinking-
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process clusters ("general creative-thinking process"), and (4) uniqueness components (i.e., all uncommon sources of variance). The path diagram of the tested model is depicted in Figure 1.

As illustrated, each task is logically loaded onto one “domain-specific” factor and one “thinking-process” specific factor. Both thinking-process factors are loaded into the general thinking-process factor, conceptually reflecting a hierarchical structure of creative-thinking processes in line with “hybrid” approaches to domain generality-specificity, and consistent with the idea of domain-general requirements for creative thinking. Based on the theoretical assumption that the domain-specific set of skills could be oblique (e.g., specific verbal abilities may be involved in graphic-oriented tasks, and conversely, specific graphic or figural abilities may contribute to the performance in verbal task), the correlation between these variance components was freely estimated\(^2\). However, domain-specific and thinking-process specific factors were assumed to be uncorrelated with one another, so that the variance in each task could be partitioned into two independent components (respective domain-specific factor and respective thinking-process specific factor).

To identify the metric of the model and provide a scale for each latent variable, the factor loading of one observed variable was fixed to 1 (i.e., a marker indicator). In order to prevent identification problems often occurring with MTMM data under the CFA framework (Kenny & Kashy, 1992), the variance of the higher order thinking-process factor was set to 1 (e.g., Mueller & Hancock, 2008) and the loadings between the general thinking-process factor and both first-order factors were set to be equal. Although this approach is practical for the sake of model
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identification, it assumes an equal influence of the general-thinking processes factor (second-order) on both thinking-process specific (first-order) factors, and results in estimates that are not any different than a latent correlation (similar to the one depicted on the domain side). Despite this limitation, modeling the general-thinking processes factor had the advantage of representing the shared variance between both thinking-process specific factors, theoretically representing a common, higher-order thinking-process factor (or, “general requirements” for creativity). Further, the contribution of this higher-order factor in the prediction of observed scores could be estimated.

To do so, we applied a Schmid-Leiman Transformation (SLT) procedure for the decomposition of the second-order factor model (Schmid & Leiman, 1957), after obtaining model estimates for primary and secondary factor loadings. This procedure initially developed for use within the exploratory factor analysis framework generalizes to CFA in a straightforward manner (Brown, 2006), and is used to calculate the contribution of lower and higher-order factors to the prediction of observed measures. Simply stated, SLT consists of multiplying the completely standardized second-order and corresponding first-order loadings to estimate the indirect effect of the second-order factor on each indicator (for more details on this procedure, see e.g., Brown, 2006; Gignac, 2007). In the present study, the SLT was useful to isolate the unique contribution of the “general thinking-process” factor on each task, as well as the variance uniquely explained by the first-order factor (thinking-process specific factor) derived from the residualized primary loadings.

Finally, because the uniqueness of each task contains both measurement error and specific factors tapped by that particular task (Meredith & Horn, 2001), uniqueness was further partitioned into two components reflecting (4a) measurement error variance (1 - r_xx) as well as
other unmodeled variance interpreted as (4b) “task-specific” variance (subtracting measurement error variance from uniqueness variance).

Because EPoC was normed across two developmentally distinct age groups (children and adolescents) the measurement invariance (MI) of the above described model was tested in the Multi-group CFA framework following established MI testing guidelines in the literature, (e.g., Bollen, 1989; Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989). Four typical levels of MIstringency were tested, each adding a new set of constraints to the previous. The congeneric model was fitted simultaneously to both age group data, with the only constraint of an identical number of factors and Scale-factor loading pattern across groups. Factor loadings were set to be equal across groups in the weak invariant model, and indicators intercepts were also set equal in the strong invariant model. Finally, the strict invariant model added to the previous models the equality of residual variance across age groups.

Granted that data hold the assumption of Missingness at Random (MAR; See preliminary analyses section), Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) algorithm was used to estimate all model parameters using AMOS 22 (Arbuckle, 2013). The fit of this model was assessed based on the most widely used indexes of model fit (e.g., Kline, 2010), namely, the Chi-square tests of fit and its Chi-square to degree of freedom ratio, the normed fit index (NFI), the comparative fit index (CFI), and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) with its 90% confidence interval. MI decisions were based on the $\Delta \chi^2$ and $\Delta$CFI (value under .01 reflect MI; Byrne, 2010; Cheung & Rensvold, 2002) using the congeneric model as baseline.

3. Results

3.1. Preliminary Analyses
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Amount of missing data across all variables ranged from 0.6% (DV1) to 6.4% (IV1) with an average of 2.9% across EPoC’s tasks. The observed pattern of missing values was completely random as indicated by Little’s MCARtest ($\chi^2[29] = 94.01$, DF $= 77$, $p = .091$), allowing for the use of FIML. Next, inter-rater reliability coefficients were computed in order to derive estimates of rater-related measurement error for each EPoC subtest score. Although this is particularly relevant for criterion-referenced subtests such as the convergent-integrative tasks (IV1, IV2, IG1, IG2) that may engage inter-rater differences in the interpretation of scoring rubrics, we also estimated inter-rater reliability for the divergent-exploratory tasks (DV1, DV2, DG1, DG2) that are also subject to scoring errors. Cronbach’s Alpha was used to estimate inter-rater reliability across all three raters for each convergent-integrative task, and Intra-Class Correlation Coefficients (ICC) were used for inter-rater agreement of both raters who scored the divergent-exploratory tasks. As reflected in Table 2, inter-rater reliability was good to excellent with coefficients ranging from .81 (IG1) to .99 (DG1, DG2).

After normalization of the data using the Rankit transformation, preliminary analyses indicated adherence to common statistical guidelines and assumptions for planned analyses. The inter-subtest correlation matrix obtained with FIML (Table 2) was not an identity matrix (Bartlett’s test of sphericity $= 917.9$, df $= 28$, $p < .001$), and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin statistics ($KMO = .67$; individual MSAs ranging from .65 to .73) in the “middling” range (Kaiser, 1974) suggested that the input data was adequate for factor analysis, although variables were not showing, on average, correlations of high magnitude.

Insert Table 2 About Here
3.2. Model Estimation

Model estimation yielded an excellent fit of the data to the hypothesized model after 13 iterations ($\chi^2 [16] = 23.6, p = .099, \chi^2/df = 1.47, NFI = .973, CFI = .991, \text{RMSEA } [90\%-\text{CI}] = .031 [.000 - .057]$) as suggested by common model fit index benchmarks in the literature (e.g., Kline, 2010). Unstandardized and standardized primary factor loadings of both domain-specific factors and process-specific factors are presented in Table 3.

Insert Table 3 About Here

In addition to these primary factor loadings estimates, the variance of all latent variables in the tested model were estimated to be statistically different from zero ($p < .001$; except for the Graphic factor, $p = .09$) and the correlation between both domain-specific factors was estimated to be $r = .24$ ($p = .009$). Second-order factor loadings of the general thinking process factor into both thinking-process specific factor was .168 (SE = .042, $p < .001$) resulting in standardized loadings estimate of .403 and .395 for the Convergent-Integrative and the Divergent-Exploratory factors, respectively.
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invariance” held across age groups ($\Delta \chi^2_{[df]} = 17.1 [13]$, $p = .20, \Delta CFI = .005$), and that the most stringent level of invariance (Strict Invariance) didn’t hold, but was plausible based on the practical fit indices and the reasonable degradation in fit in comparison with the Congeneric model($\Delta \chi^2_{[df]} = 62.8 [32]$, $p = <.001, \Delta CFI = .038$). Because weak invariance is sufficient in many practical applications such as group comparisons of variances and covariances among latent variables (e.g., Barbot, Hein, Luthar, & Grigorenko, 2014; Millsap, 2011), subsequent analyses were conducted using the combined sample of children and adolescents.

3.3. Variance component estimation.

Estimates of primary and second-order thinking-process loadings obtained with the overall sample (Table 3) were used as a basis of the Schmidt-Leman Transformation. Specifically, secondary loadings and residualized primary loadings were derived to estimate variance uniquely accounted for by the general thinking-process factor, and both thinking-process specific factors. The uniqueness (variance not explained by the thinking process factors or the domain-specific skills factors) was further partitioned into rater-related residual measurement error variance and “task-specific” variance. Figure 2 represents the estimated percentage of variance accounted for by each of the five variance components, for each EPoC subtest.

________________________________

Insert Figure 2 About Here

________________________________

As represented in Figure 2, results indicated that the influence of the five variance components depends largely on the task under consideration. Specifically, variance uniquely accounted for by the general creative thinking-process factor was only 5.5% on average.
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(min = 1.3%, max = 11.7%) whereas variance uniquely accounted for by the thinking-process specific factor was 29% on average (min = 6.7%, max = 63.4%; with an average of 34% for the Divergent-Exploratory component, and 24% for the Convergent-Integrative component). Variance uniquely accounted for by domain-specific skills ranged from 1% to 59.1% (mean 21.1%, with 16% and 23% explained variance on average by the domain-specific component in the graphic and verbal domains, respectively), whereas task-specific variance was estimated to average 34.1% (14.9% to 50.8%). Finally, measurement error accounted for 1% to 19% of EPoC scores variance (averaging 10.3%, plus additional sources of error variance confounded into the “task-specific” variance components).

Together, about 35% of the EPoC scores variance could uniquely be attributed to general and specific creative-thinking processes, whereas 21% was uniquely explained by domain-specific variance. The remaining portion of the variance (44%) was simultaneously explained by both task-specific variance and measurement error. Total variance explained by EPoC underlying factors (domain-specific and thinking-process general and specific factors) ranged from 30% (IG1: convergent-integrative drawing using abstract stimuli) to 77% (DG2: divergent-exploratory graphic tasks using a concrete stimulus), with an average of 56%. Conversely, variance accounted for by task-specific skills and/or measurement error ranged from 23% to 70%.

4. Discussion

This study explored an extension of a classic MTMM analysis tailored to the study of domain generality-specificity of creativity. Specifically, we explored the structure of creative potential as operationalized and measured with EPoC (Lubart et al., 2011) and provided evidence for the contribution of five sources of influence in creative potential test scores: (1) general
creative thinking-processes, (2) specific thinking-processes, (3) domain-specific skills, (4) task-specific skills, and (5) measurement error. This operationalization appeared to adequately fit the “reality of the data” and leads to three main conclusions. First, as there are heterogeneous profiles of individual’s creative potential (e.g., Silvia et al., 2009), there are heterogeneous “profiles” of tasks engaging creative potential (in terms of the nature of the resources involved in task performance). Second, the contribution of a general creative-thinking process factor is overall rather limited (at least as it is operationalized and represented in EPoC tasks), explaining no more than 12% of the variance in each task. Third, evidence for rather large amount of variance accounting for task-specificity suggests that creative potential tasks demands may require more than general and thinking-process specific abilities, as well as domain-specific skills.

In sum, these results suggest that creative potential tasks may vary on their level of both domain- and task-specific requirements, leaving in some cases limited room to capture creative thinking abilities (i.e., when tasks involve too much domain-specific skills, the general and specific creative thinking processes cannot come into play efficiently). For example, it seems logical that a creative potential task in the field of mechanical engineering may not efficiently elicit general creative thinking process of individuals who have no content-domain knowledge and other specific skills in this field. Even when tasks engage only basic content-domain knowledge and skills (such as in EPoC integrative graphic tasks), domain-specificity may outbalance the contribution of the more general “building –blocks” of creative thinking.

This conclusion has important implications for both interpreting past research and for designing future creativity research and assessment. Indeed, creativity researchers have relied for decades on single indicators of creative potential, essentially, divergent thinking tasks. However,
our study has suggested that most tasks involving the Divergent-Exploratory cluster are mostly thinking process-specific (rather than thinking-process general), with a large influence of domain-specific abilities especially in the verbal domain. Hence, the use of divergent thinking tasks (especially verbal) may not be sufficient when used as a single indicator of “creative potential,” a multidimensional construct in nature. Past research relying on single divergent-thinking indicators are not invalidated by this finding, but such research should be re-interpreted in this light (they are not “creativity studies” but studies of divergent-thinking in a particular domain, to not say, in a particular task). For instance, due to the different nature of tasks used, it seems reasonable to observe different developmental patterns as a function of the task used as indicator of the creative potential (Barbot et al., 2016; Besançon & Lubart, 2008).

Future research on creative potential in general, should attempt to measure it with comprehensive test batteries sampling a range of creative tasks, domains, and thinking processes. This study has demonstrated that EPoC is a promising instrument toward this endeavor. It is consistent with Kaufman and colleagues (2008) call for an “ideal creativity assessment that would be [...] based on a hierarchical model of creativity, [and] posits both domain-general and domain-specific elements” (p. 155). Alternatively, studies on a “general” creative potential relying on a limited set of indicators should use tasks that are less influenced by domain-specific knowledge and skills, so that results from such studies can be meaningfully generalized. This suggests that future research similar to the one presented here is needed to better understand the resources involved in response to a specific creative potential task’s demands. Reciprocally, research focused on domain-specific creative potential should use measures that elicit creative thinking “applied” to the domain of interest, while involving a limited set of domain-specific knowledge or advanced technical skills (e.g., Barbot & Lubart, 2012).
4.1. Study Limitations and Future Directions.

Although this study has shed a new light on the issue of domain generality-specificity and the structure of creative potential, we must acknowledge several limitations as well as important directions for future research. First, despite several strengths of the statistical approach used in this study, identification difficulties ("only" two domain factors and two thinking-process factors) led to a somewhat over-specified model, with the assumption of an equal contribution of the general creative-thinking factor (higher-order thinking process construct) on both thinking-process specific factors (i.e., divergent-exploratory clusters and convergent-integrative clusters). Although the tested model returned an excellent fit to the data for such an assumption, it would be useful to estimate freely the contribution of this higher-order construct on each thinking-process specific factor, independently.

To do so, alternative analytical strategies based on the generalizability theory, or Partial Least Square Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM) could prove useful to provide a more accurate estimate of the contribution of a general creative-thinking process factor. However, given the initially low association between divergent and integrative thinking factors (i.e., limited common variance), it is not likely that other analytical strategies would raise the contribution of this general factor and drastically modify the estimates presented here.

More importantly, future studies using the approach proposed here should attempt to include additional indicator variables to improve construct representation of first and second-order factors, as well as adding indicators representing additional creative thinking processes and domains of creative outlets. This would not only help better estimate the contribution of domain-general, domain-specific and task-specific factors in various creative tasks, but would also prevent empirical model identification problems that may arise when estimating parameters of
models that include few indicators per latent variables and/or multiple loadings per indicator (Kenny & Kashy, 1992) such as in the variance decomposition model proposed here. Finally, the estimated amount of variance attributed to task-specificity may also have been over-estimated in this study. Indeed, because task-specific variance was estimated by decomposing the uniqueness component into task-specific variance and rater-related measurement error, the task-specific component may also include sources of measurement-error not accounted for by rater-related error estimates (e.g., time-sampling error).

Regardless of the strengths and weaknesses of the analytical approach presented here, it is essential to situate the results obtained in this study with regard to the sample of tasks and participants available for analyses. That is, the structure of creative potential elicited in this study is “limited” to the creative potential as operationalized with EPoC in its current form, as well as to the sample involved in this study. For example, due to the very nature of divergent vs. integrative tasks in EPoC and their corresponding scoring method (e.g., Integrative tasks are criterion referenced and rely on the consensual assessment of external raters), thinking-process specific variance may be somewhat confounded with method variance. Additionally, the rather weak correlation observed between domain-specific components may not be representative of the overlap observed between other domain-specific skills (e.g., music vs. figural). As stated above, it would be useful to conduct a similar analysis encompassing more creative potential tasks (including tasks tapping into the same creative thinking process and domain, but using different methods), sampling more domains of the creative work, and involving a larger and more diverse study sample. In this view, forthcoming extensions of EPoC in social problem-solving, scientific and musical domains, as well as current norm development in several countries, may prove useful for the development of a more comprehensive model.
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Among the important directions for extension of this study, much work is needed to empirically evaluate the underlying constructs captured by our domain-specific, thinking-process specific, and thinking-process general variance components. Indeed, although the analysis of the MTMM matrix can be logically interpreted in light of the said variance components, it would be useful to examine further the correlates and predictors of each modeled component. For example, although its contribution is clearly limited in the present study, the general creative thinking-process factor may capture the very essence of creative thinking, or it could represent other underlying cognitive factors such as intelligence or associative thinking also involved in any creative work. To further examine this assumption, future studies should not only include multiple indicators of creative potential in the same study, but also include external criterion measures to evaluate the divergent validity of each variance component. In this vein, correlates of what we coined “domain-specific factors” should be further explored by introducing several relevant criterion measures of domain-specific skills such as verbal fluency, or perceptual and motor skills.

Finally, in line with Silvia and colleagues (2009) the analytical approach presented in this study could be combined to a person-centered approach in order to explore population heterogeneity and extract latent classes of individuals with structural difference in creative potential. Indeed, there is probably no population with a single “one-size-fits-all” structure of creative potential. Beyond the identification of subgroups of individuals for whom creative potential is mostly general as opposed to subgroups showing a creative potential highly domain-specific, such mixture modeling perspective could be useful in view of exploring structural hypotheses regarding the development of creativity (e.g., extending the multi-group CFA approached here for structural comparisons between age-groups). One such hypothesis is Barbot
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& Tino (2015)’s, proposing that the level of domain-specificity changes with development through childhood into adulthood (i.e., creative potential may “specialize” in a particular domain or subdomain over time). This “specialization-differentiation” hypothesis (Barbot & Tinio, 2015; see also Plucker & Beghetto (2004) could be explicitly tested by a careful evaluation of the longitudinal measurement invariance of the proposed EPoC’s Model in a cohort of children followed-up though adulthood, while exploring the percentage of variance accounted for by the general factor at different measurement occasions.

5. Conclusion

The issue of generality-specificity of creativity has stimulated the appetites of creativity researchers and methodologists for decades (e.g., Gray, 1966) and although multiple approaches have been used to answer this question, much research is still needed in this area. The study presented here has applied a variance decomposition method to the eight EPoC’s subtests (Lubart et al., 2011). Results have re-emphasized the relevance of correlation-based studies of the generality-specificity controversy, and confirmed that creative potential includes domain-specific, task-specific, thinking-process specific and thinking-process general influences. Acknowledging these multiple influences could ultimately help to optimize individuals’ creative outcomes in specific areas as a function of their particular “profile” of resources. Hence, this study may pave the way to a new era of generality-specificity research, and important advance for creativity assessment, research, and education.
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Footnotes

Note 1: Graduate-level students were trained to identify the seven defined rubrics on a pilot sample of drawings and stories initially scored by the authors of EPoC and were given feedbacks regarding their severity, discrimination and accuracy until they reached a satisfactory level of agreement.

Note 2: Contrary to the thinking-process specific level that is conceptually supposed to be underlined by a “general creative thinking process factor”, we favored domain specific skills correlations to represent the contribution of common skills across the verbal and graphic tasks, rather than a second-order factor that would represent “domain general skill(s) independent from creative thinking” (since the creative thinking process variance is captured on the process side). Such second-order factor would make little conceptual sense, especially if adding indicators of creative potential in domains other than verbal and graphic (what generalized skill that is not related to creative thinking could be common to creative tasks across domains?).

Note 3: Although, the pattern of missingness is considered MCAR allowing for the use of FIML, caution is warranted when interpreting the estimates of the tested model, given that the $p$ value of the Little’s MCAR test (.091) is close to the critical alpha level of .05.

Note 4: Given that invariance level was sufficient to generalize reasonably the estimates of interest across both age groups, we have not examined further potential sources of misfit related to the more stringently invariant models, which could be accomplished in future work using a partial invariance testing (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989).
Note 5: Hence, note that our task-specific variance estimate may include not only task-specific variance sources, but also measurement-error variance sources not accounted for by rater-related error estimates.
### Table 1.

**EPoC Structured Framework for Task Sampling**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Thinking Process</th>
<th>Divergent-Exploratory</th>
<th>Convergent-Integrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graphic</strong></td>
<td>DG1 - Abstract Stimulus</td>
<td>IG1 - Abstract Stimuli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DG2 - Concrete Stimulus</td>
<td>IG2 - Concrete Stimuli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verbal</strong></td>
<td>DV1 - Story Endings</td>
<td>IV1 - Story Title</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DV2 - Story Beginnings</td>
<td>IV2 - Story Characters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes. DG = Divergent-Graphic; IG = Integrative Graphic; DV = Divergent Verbal; IV = Integrative Verbal. Each “Thinking-Process-Domain Unit” forms an index (e.g., DG index = DG1 + DG2).*
Table 2

*EPoC Scale Scores Reliability Coefficients and Inter-Subtests Correlation Matrix (FIML estimates).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>DG1</th>
<th>DG2</th>
<th>DV1</th>
<th>DV2</th>
<th>IG1</th>
<th>IG2</th>
<th>IV1</th>
<th>IV2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DG1 - Abstract Stimulus</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>(.99)(^a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG2 - Concrete Stimulus</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>.64***</td>
<td>(.99)(^a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV1 - Story Endings</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>.34***</td>
<td>.36***</td>
<td>(.98)(^a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV2 - Story Beginnings</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>.31***</td>
<td>.42***</td>
<td>.63***</td>
<td>(.90)(^a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IG1 - Abstract Stimuli</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>.16***</td>
<td>.10*</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>(.81)(^b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IG2 - Concrete Stimuli</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>.18***</td>
<td>.15**</td>
<td>.16***</td>
<td>.13**</td>
<td>.39***</td>
<td>(.82)(^b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV1 - Story Title</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>.17***</td>
<td>.10*</td>
<td>.10*</td>
<td>.11*</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>.20***</td>
<td>(.84)(^b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV2 - Story Characters</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>.14**</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.11**</td>
<td>.17***</td>
<td>.31***</td>
<td>.23***</td>
<td>.46***</td>
<td>(.85)(^b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. \(N = 482\). Coefficients in parenthesis indicate reliability coefficients.\(^a\)= Intra Class Correlation Coefficient (ICC); \(^b\)= Cronbach’s Alpha; Correlation matrix shows FIML estimates of the correlations obtained using the normal scores (Rankit transformation) as input data. The matrix obtained with the non-transformed data was highly similar to the one presented here (Box’s \(M = 7.58, p = 1\)); *\(p < .05\), **\(p < .01\), ***\(p < .001\)
### Table 3.

*Parameter Estimates for Domain-Specific and Thinking-Process Specific Factor Loadings*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtest</th>
<th>Domain-Specific Loadings</th>
<th>Thinking-Process Specific Loadings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unst.</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG1 - Abstract Stimulus</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG2 - Concrete Stimulus</td>
<td>.192</td>
<td>.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IG1 - Abstract Stimuli</td>
<td>.454</td>
<td>.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IG2 - Concrete Stimuli</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV1 - Story Endings</td>
<td>.994**</td>
<td>.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV2 - Story Beginnings</td>
<td>.105</td>
<td>.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV1 - Story Title</td>
<td>.238*</td>
<td>.093</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes.* N = 482. Unst. = unstandardized estimates; SE = Standard error of the unstandardized estimate; St. = Standardized estimate. Second-order factor loadings of the general thinking process factor = .168 (SE = .042, p < .001; Standardized loadings = .403 and .395 for the Convergent-integrative and the Divergent-exploratory Thinking-process factors, respectively).
Figure 1.

Mult-Process Multi-Domain Model for Variance Partitioning of EPoC tasks, as specified in the Confirmatory Factor Analysis.
Figure 2.

*Estimated Percentage Variance Explained by each Variance Component for each EPoC Task*